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The purpose of this presentation is to inform the Guidance and Control community of
capabilities which were developed by the Aeroservoelasticity Branch to evaluate the
performance of multivariable control laws, on-line, during wind-tunnel testing. The
capabilities are generic enough to beuseful for _1 kinds ofon.!ine analysesinvolving this
multivariable control in experimental testing, tsonsequenuy, tt was aectoea to presto
material at this workshop even though it has been presented elsewhere.
I want to acknowledge the other participants in the development of these capabilities.
They_vere:
Sheri Hoadley and Vivek Mukhopadyay of NASA Langley Research Center and
Tony Pototzky and Sandra McGraw of Lockheed Engineering and Sciences
Company
The capabilities are summarized for our application in the bottom figure. Our test
involved a wind-tunnel model and two computers, the first was a digital controller where
data acquisition was performed and then the data was transfered via eithernet to another
computer where the on-line analyses were performed. I will be tell more about this on the
next chart
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First, I want to provide you with some background for why we developed these
analysis capabilities. One major objective of the Active Flexible Wing Program was
to verify control law design methodologies by testing flutter suppression control laws
in conjunction with rolling maneuver control laws. These are summarized in the
middle box which represents the digital controller. FSS is flutter suppression. There
were 3 roll control laws, any one of which could be operating at a time in
conjunction with Flutter Suppression. These three control laws were Roll Trim
System, Rolling Maneuver Load Alleviation and Roll Rate Tracking System.
The AFW had multiple control surfaces as well as multiple sensors, thus allowing
for multivariable control laws.
In order to protect the model and tunnel from unnecessary damage and to make
optimum use of limited wind-tunnel test time, it was essential to be able to evaluate
the controller performance, on-line, during the wind tunnel test.
To provide this capability, necessary data was acquired by the digital controller
and immediately sent to another computer for on-line analysis via ethernet.
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ESSENTIAL ON-UNE ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
• BEFORE AND DURING TESTING VERIFY
- CONTROL LAWS
• BEFORE CLOSING LOOP PREDICT
- IF CONTROL LAW WILL DESTABILIZE
SYSTEM
- STABIUTY MARGINS
• AFTER CLOSING LOOP OETERMINE
- STABILITY MARGINS
- CONTROL SURFACE ACTI_ITY
- OPEN-LOOP FLUTTER BOUNOARY
Specifically, there were three essential requirements. First, it was necessary to verify the
correct execution of control laws both before and during testing. The diagram to the right
depicts the controller/plant system in which the AFW plant is depicted by the rectangle labeled
G and the Controller is depicted by the rectangle labeled H.
y are the outputs of the plant which correspond to accelerometer measurements and in some
cases strain gauge measurements.
x are the control law outputs or the commands to the control surfaces which are sent to the
model.
u are the excitations which can be added to the control law commands or to the sensors.
The second requirement was that during open-loop testing in which the control law
commands are not sent to the model, it was essential to predict, before closing the loop, whether
a control law would destabilize the system and what the margin of stability would be once the
loop was closed. If the control law was predicted to destabilize the system or the margin of
stability was predicted to be unsatisfactory, the loop on the control law would not be closed thus
preventing the model and the wind-tunnel from damage.
The third requirement was that during closed-loop testing in which the control law
commands are sent to the model, it was essential to evaluate the performance of the control law
in order to guide the wind-runnel test engineers in determining whether testing of that control
law could continue to other test conditions. To do this, measures of stability margins and
control surface activity were needed. It was also necessary to determine if the closed-loop
system was above the open-loop flutter boundary.
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These three requirements were met with the development for four major areas of
analyses capabilities depicted in this figure. They were:
first, control law verification by which correct execution of control laws could be
assessed using both time and frequency domain analyses;
second, controller performance evaluation in both the time and frequency domain
through which controller performance could be determined; performance was
evaluated both open and closed-loop and both below and above the flutter boundary.
third, open-loop plant determination, and
fourth, open-loop flutter boundary predictions.
These last two analysis capabilities are performed using frequency domain
techniques only and are by-products of frequency domain CPE.
All capabilities are for multi-variable or multi-loop control systems. Let me
emphasize that the capabilites available are applicable to both stable and unstable
plants as long as the overall system is stable, that is to say if we are testing open-loop
the open-loop system must be stable, if closed-loop the closed-loop system must be
stable. The capabilities were met by the software developed which will be described
on the following slide
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ON-LINE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
• DATA INTERFACE PROGRAMS
• TIME HISTORY PLOTS
• RMS CALCULATIONS
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• MATRIX OPERATIONS
• ASSOCIATED PLOTS
c FortHm Ihtlab script
The following software modules were developed to support the analyses and are
available for use by others:
• Data interface programs, coded in C, converted binary test data (from AID
converters) to scaled and formatted data for use in Fourier Analysis codes and
MATLAB, for plotting or other calculations. Additional data interface programs
written in c converted the output of the Fourier analysis package to matlab
format.
• MATLAB script files for plotting time history and frequency domain data.
• MATLAB script files for calculating RMS of time history data, and also plotting
the RMS as a function of dynamic pressure
• Fourier Analysis Package, coded in Fortran, which calculates transfer functions
of any of the outputs to the excitation. This software uses an array processor and
has many capabilities of windowing and overlap averaging.
• MATLAB script files which perform all matrix operations needed to calculate
stability margins and determine open-loop plant stability, as well as determine the
plant transfer matrix from the open- or closed-loop system transfer matrices.
• MATLAB script files to generate all associated plots.
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ON-UNEANALYSISCAPABILn'IES
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• Tin_l Domain /
• Frequency Domain J 1.
• DATA INTERFACE PROGRAMS
* TIME HISTORY PLOTS
• RMS CALCULATIONS
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• MATRIX OPERATIONS
. ASSOCIATED PLOTS
In this presentation, I am only going to elaborate on the
frequency-domain controller performance and plant determination
capabilities which use the data interface programs, the Fourier analysis
package, and the MATLAB script files which performed required matrix
operations and generated associated plots.
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN CPE PROCEDURES
Input Excitation, u, into each Control
Surface
Measure Time Responses of each Output
x end y
Perform Fast Fourier Transforms of u, x,
andy
Compute Power and Cross Spectra
Compute Transfer Functions
(G) ,_
Construct Plant (G), Controller (H), and Returndifference Matrices 0+HG,
end I+GH)
• Compute Singular Values for Evaluating Robustness to MuitlpllcMIve end
Additive Uncertainties
• Compute Determinants for Plant Stability Evaluation
The following slide outlines the procedure to evaluate controller performance of a
multi-loop controller in the frequency domain.
An excitation is input to one control surface at a time. The time responses of each
output of the plant (accelerometers and strain gauges used by the controller) and
controller commands are measured. The transfer functions of these outputs and
commands with respect to the excitation are calculated by performing Fast Fourier
transforms of u,x, and y and computing the power and cross spectra. The next and
each control surface is excited in turn and the transfer functions are calculated for
these signals. The transfer functions are then combined into transfer matrices. The
Plant (G), Controller (H) and the return-difference matrices are constructed or
computed. The singular values are computed in order to evaluate the robustness to
multiplicative at the plant input and output points and additive uncertainties. The
determinants are also computed to be used for evaluating plant stability.
The evaluation of the performance of multivariable controllers using excitations
into the sensors instead of the control surface has also been developed and is available
to handle the ease of the overdetermined problem.
The following slide shows an example of actual results obtained during the
wind-tunnel te_L
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CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
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This slide is an example of the plot output from the CPE Analysis package. This is an
actual plot of results that could be seen in the tunnel control room within about a minute
from the completing the required data acquisition and could then be printed on a
laserprinter in the control room. This data was used to aid in determining if we would go to
the next test condition.
The top two plots are minimum singular values of the return-difference matrices. These
provide measures of robustness to multiplicative uncertainties at both 'the plant input and
plant output points. The closer the curve comes to zero, the closer the system is to being
unstable. The minimum singular values are related to combined gain and phase margins
for a multivariable system.
The dashed lines at the bottom of the plots display required levels of stability which
allow a quick assessment of the stability margins due to multiplicative errors in the plant
inputs or plant outputs.
The lower left depicts the margin of stability to an additive plant uncertainty. The lower
right indicates whether the open-loop plant is stable or not. For these particular plots for a
stable closed-loop system, the open-loop plant is unstable as indicated by an encirclement
of the critical point at the origin which can be seen when the plot is magnified. The
capability of enlarging this determinant plot to better identify encirclements was also
available.
In all cases, the stability margins are the actual margins not conservative estimates
because they are based on the actual plant. When performing open-loop analyses, ff the
method predicts that the closed-loop system is unstable, it is unstable.
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ON-LINE ANALYSIS CAPABIUTIES
W__ Plant
(G) ,_[_
(C_NTR_LL_ Con(t_ller_ _ rFOL#NT_DEI_RY_.PREDIcTIO.j]
( ,., )EVALUATION / DETERMINATION
• rime Domain I
• Frequency Domain
• DATA INTERFACE PROGRAMS
• TIME HISTORY PLOTS
• RMS CALCULATIONS
• FOURIER ANALYSIS
• MATRIX OPERATIONS
• ASSOCIATED PLOT_;
Another capability that I wanted to elaborate on in this presentation was the
determination of the open-loop plant. This capability also involved the data interface
programs, the Fourier Analysis package, the matrix operations and associated plot
routines.
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PLANT DETERMINATION
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U
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• All matrices functions of r.o
Part of the plant determination was a by-product of the CPE codes. This part is
denoted as Gcc in the plant transfer matrix, G. Here the subscript c refers to the
control surfaces actuated by the control laws and sensors used by the specified control
law. The other control surfaces are denoted by a subscript e, for external. All of the
control surfaces both used by the control law and those external to the control law
were excited one at a time. The transfer functions of the outputs y and the control law
commands x with respect to the excitation were calculated. The rest of the plant
transfer matrix was then obtained using the equations in the lower right where the
capital X and Y refer to transfer matrices of the control law outputs and plants with
respect to the excitations.
When the system is open-loop, ie when the control law commands are not sent to
the model, the equations are shown in the first column.
When the system is closed loop, the commands are sent to the model. The
equations to obtain the entire plant transfer matrix are shown in the second column.
The transfer function calculations and matrix operations required to obtain the
entire plant transfer matrix are also available in the on-line analysis package. The
capital letters correspond to transfer matrices.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
ON-UNE ANALYSIS CAPABIUTIES FOR MULTI-VARIABLE
CONTROL
• Developed
• Available
WHICH PERFORM DURING TESTING:
• Control Law Verification
• Control Law Performance Evaluation
• Open-loop Plant Determination
• Stability Boundary (Flutter) Prediction
The capability to evaluate the performance of multivariable control
laws on-line during experimentation has been developed and is available.
These capabilities perform during testing, control law verification,
evaluation of performance of the control laws, determination of the
open-loop plant and stability boundary prediction which in our
application was flutter.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
• PresentationsJPubllcatlons
American Control Conference, 1990
4th Workshop on Comp. Control of Flex. Aerospace Systems, 1990
Guidance and Control Conference, 1990
Aerospace Flutter and Dynamics Council Meeting, 1991
Dynamic Specialist Conference, 1992
DSP Exposition end Symposium, 1992
Journal of Guidance, Control and Dynamics, 1992
FUTURE: ACAD Press Chapter, NASA Tech Brief, Journal of
Aircraft
• Spacecraft Dynamics Branch - Large Space Structures Application
• NASA Dryden Research Facility - X29 Flight Test
There is no users manual for the software but both the theory and results for
different aspects of the on-line analysis capabilities have been documented and
presented at a variety of conferences over a period of 3 years from 1990-1992. These
documents and the software are available to anoyne interested. The software has been
provided to the Spacecraft Dynamics Branch for use in a large space structures
application and the theory and equations were used by Dryden Flight Research
Facility to support the X-29 flight test.
If you would like to obtain the software or more information, rll give you my
business card.
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Fuzzy Logic Helicopter Control
By
Captain Gregory W. Walker
NASA Langley Research Center
Aeroflight Dynamics Directorate
U.S. Army Aviation Troop Command
Hampton,VA 23665-5225
Presented el the
First Annual LaRc Workshop on Guidance, Navigation, Controls, and
Dynamics Ior Atmospheric Flight
H.J.E. Reid Conlerence Center
March 18-19 1993
NASA / US Army
SLIDE 1: This work is
an outgrowth of a project
that isbeing jointly
developed by the U.S.
Army Aviation Troop
Command's Aeroflight
Dynamics Directorate
and the NASA Langley
Research Center.
I OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION I
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcraft Program
• Why This Program Is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control
• Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy Control of Unmanned Helicopters" Project
• Current Status
SLIDE 2: There is
cooperating work going
on between this project
and Professor Sugeno.
NASA nor the Army has
Sugeno under any
contract or grant, the
cooperation is merely an
exchange of ideas and
flight data.
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[PROGRAM OBJECTIVE I
Evaluate the use of wind-tunnel rotor systems on powered free-flying
helicopter models to supplement full-scale flight testing.
• Reduce direct operating costs
• Elimination of manned-flight safety issues
• Reduced turn-around time
SLIDE 3: The program
that this fuzzy logic work
grew out of is the "Free
Flight Rotorcraft
Research Vehicle
(FFRRV) Project'. This Is
the objective of the
FFRRV project, not
specifically the "Fuzzy
Logic"work.
I THE TOOLKIT I
Although motivated by maneuverability, agility, and detectability concerns,
the free-flight rotorcraft test technique Is being developed as a general
research tool to supplement wind tunnel and simulation studies.
WIND TUNNEL TESTS II
CORRELATION
ANALYSIS II
I ,.OT OS,.O AT,ONI
I UL -SCAL t
OPERATIONAL READINESS
[ FREE'FLIGHT TEST ISII i
T
CORRELATION
SLIDE 4: The FFRRV
rOjectwill not supplant
II scale flight testing,
merely supplement it.
The fixed wing
community has had the
ability to do dynamic
studies at model scale for
ears, we are tryin_ to
ring such a capability to
rotorcraft.
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Data Acquisition and
P_'ocesslng System
ROTORCRAFT FREE-FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUE
/ tt \
Manned Digital Flight Control System
Ground Station
SLIDE 5: This slide
depicts the test
technique we are using
to evaluate rotorcraft
aerodynamics with
FFRRV. The pilot sits In
a ground based cockpit
but perceives to be in the
model via telepresence.
The vehicle safety pilot
has overall authority to
interrupt the control
syslem and terminate
any experiment.
MANEUVERS INCLUDED IN AACT-III PROGRAM
Modified Lazy Eight Harn,rnerheed Looo
ROll One-Ilalf Cuban Eight Reve_'Se One Half Cuban Ezgh| Pushover
IIII
t£ "" ' ,_CF_t_I1V
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SLIDE 6: We want to
look at aerodynamics in
the "non-linear" world
typical of air-to-air
combat or nap-of-earth
flying. This slide shows
examples of
maneuvering that
characterize advanced
combat rotorcraft. The
researchers challenge is
to quantify what makes a
rotorcraft configuration
more or less capable of
such aggressive
maneuvering,
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I OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION i
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcraft Program
[ __Why Th!sProgram.!s Look!rig At FuzzY L0g!c C°n!r°!,_
• Professor sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy Control of Unmanned Helicopters" Project
• Current Status
SLIDE 7:
1TRA.,DITIONAL APPROACH i
Model The Aircraft _ Build _ A Stabilizer Of The System
Attributes Of This Approach
• Non-linear dynamics -> often linearlzed for simplicity
• Requires a detailed knowledge of the physical system
• Overall performance directly related to the models accuracy
Strategy
I Propose a model lor the / Design a set if control laws which /
aircraft response. _ have the potential to achieve the
(Linear'N°n"inesr'"" J I_'e_iredPerf°rmance" I II l I
I I of the model for the '-_ gains to meet the I
' _ ; specific configuralion. / performance requirements. I(Syslem Identification, /
Analytical analys s, ...)
- _ sF,r' ,"j rJ
2Z4
SLIDE 8: This Is a "road
map" to a traditional
approach to developing a
flight controlsystem
These attributes are
typical of model following
control systems.
I FFRRV UTILITY
I COMPLETE CONFIGURATIONSII i
I ANTI-TORQUE CONCEPTS I
SLIDE 9: This slide
shows how we intend to
use FFRRV. These
changes to the aircraft
affect the dynamical
model that a traditional
control system approach
requires. Some of these
changes may require
refining the models
coefficients while other
changes will force us to
begin at the top, that of
defining the
mathematical model all
over.
I THE SYSTEM I
AIRCRAFT /
PILOT
SLIDE 10: The system I
am working with and
trying to regulate has two
portions: the aircraft and
the pilot (where ever
he/she resides). Instead
of modelin,_l the ever-
changing aircraft I am
modeling an adaptive
pilot.
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PILOT MODELING
Model A Pilot _ Build_A SvntheUc Pilot To FIv The System
Attributes Of This Approach
• Capable of learning and adapting to the dynamics of a new aircraft
• Able to absorb large amounts of sensory and historical information
• Reactionary not predictive
A Strategy Using Fuzzy Logic
,oi:e, rto ::u.:,,.. CuO,,;e# ,s,: :o:m
consequences) I I adjustment I !
I I Delermlne heuristictnlllsl-- b .yTune s stem to meet....
, t v I e for the rules " ilot /penormance specmcauon
'P I i°n'°"''r'"rn'ng) l
SLIDE 11: Good pilot
modeling should
incorporate these
attributes. This strategy
is the approach
Professor Sugeno at
Tokyo Institute of
Technology has used to
attack this problem.
IOUTL,N,EOF PRESENTATION i
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcraft Program
• Why This Program Is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control
• Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
I'_FuzzyContro_ofUnma_ned Heli_copters Project J[
• Current Status
SLIDE 12:
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U_i_nned Hericopter _-or Se_ Resc_te
//"_ \, Mof,kerskip
"of
, (
SLIDE 13: This mission
is Professor Sugeno's
carrot. To get to this
point he is developing
and demonstrating
portions of the system
using smaller prototyping
projects.
Remo_,e
,%
Control. o5" Helicopter
by Ovd I.;_ruc_;o.s
Hover
La.t -/
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SLIDE 14: Professor
Sugeno has had this kind
of high level control of
both a real-time non-
linear helicopter
simulator and a free
flying industrial model
helicopter. The oral
instructions incorporated
to date in his project are:
Hover
Takeoff
Land
Turn left/right
(pedal turn)
Fly left/right
Fly . ,
forward/bacKwaro
Climb
Coordinated turn
left/right
Automatic A_torot_tlon Entry
/
En$ine F_ilure
A=toro_t;o_ Ent,ry
SUDE 15: This
project's intention is to
maintain constant rotor
speed during decent so
the pilot can easily judge
when to flare and land
smoothly.
This maneuver is
one of the firsta student
ilOtlearns. However,
wl weather and the
complexity of finding a
real place to land make
the task much more
challenging. This
controller is aimed at
reducing the pilotswork
load in such cases by
allowing the pilot to focus
on finding a suitable
landing zone while
requiring the controller to
keep a known amount of
energy stored in the
rotor.
Linguistic Rules
Example For Hoverinq
1) If the body rolls, then control the lateral cyclic in reverse.
2) If the body pitches, then control the longitudinal cyclic in
reverse.
3) If the nose turns, then control the tail rotor collective in reverse.
4) If the body moves sideways, then control the lateral cyclic in
reverse.
5) lflhe body moves back and forth, then control the longitudinal
cyclic in reverse.
6) If the body moves up or down, then control the main rotor
collective in reverse.
SLIDE 16: The rule
base for Professor
Sugeno's controllers is
based on linguistic
statements I_e these.
The power of such a
fuzzy logic controller
comes from firingall the
rules in parallel. This
strategy allows
decomposing the
problem into smaller
more manageable blocks
but does not loose the
interdependencies and
cross coupling required
to operate such a
coupled system as a
helicopter.
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Hierarchical Modular System
4 ,ov,,.,,,,h,b,ook.__
StabillzerBlocks
-_'-_ _ by M.Sugeno
SLIDE 17: At first
lance Professor
ugeno's controller
appears like a simple
gain scheduling
controller. There are
some significant
differences: First, the
lower level blocks are
autonomous fuzzy logic
controllers thai can only
pedorm their select
mtsslon. Secondly, the
"gain scheduler" is not
simply a mode switcher
but is another fuzzy logic
engine which blends the
lower level blocks
together to achieve a
more abstract desire
described by the pilot,
Lower Level Modules
Stabilizer Blocks I Climb/Descend
I Forward/Backward
Hover
ectivel
©
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SLIDE 18: All the lower
level stabilizer blocks
have similar structure but
each one is a unique
multi-input/multi-output
closed loop controller.
The rule base and the
fuzzy vadable sets are
different for each of
these lower level blocks.
I OUTLINE OF PRESENTATION
• An Overview Of The Free Flight Rotorcraft Program
• Why This Program Is Looking At Fuzzy Logic Control
• Professor Sugeno's (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
"Fuzzy Control of Unmanned Helicopters" Project
[" Current Status
SUDE 19: In addition to
building up the research
vehicle the Free Flight
Project is currently
pro|otyping various
systems using
commercial and
industrial model
helicopters. This
prototyplng Incudes:
video check out,
telemetry, sensor fusion
including gps, and
control strategies.
Tokyo institute of
Technology's work is
ongoing and is currently
focused on adding more
flight capabilities to their
industrialmodel. Some
of these enhancements
are: more aggressive
flying, telemetry, gps.
CONCLUDING REMARKSI
• A control system using fuzzy logic to model a pilot can provide
stability to a helicopter.
• Prototyping efforts 1o demonstrate this are ongoing here at LaRC and
in Japan.
• The design and use of such a controller requires a new focus.
SLIDE 20: The third
bullet is the key. To really
understand why fuzzy
controller are proving
successful requires a
new focus on the
problem. These fuzzy
controllers model pilot
response, not aircraft
dynamics.
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